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Leaders of the East Coast Retired Teacher Organizations, with the exception of RTANL, met 

by Zoom, courtesy of NBSRT, on March 10th.  As usual the discussion was both lively and 

revealing, providing both information and, for some, “food for thought”. 

Follow-up discussion of NBSRT’s survey of member organizations revealed that only NBSRT 

and SERFNB provide direct rebates to branches. Neither QPARSE or PEIRTA do, although 

PEIRTA will support the regions – 4 of them – on request.  QPARSE has no branches and 

because dues are $85 for a life time membership functions of a social nature are “pay as you 

go”.  RTO NS provides a grant of $1000 to each branch plus $100/100 members.  Some NS 

retirees pay locally with nothing being remitted to the provincial association although they get 

full benefits and this is a matter for discussion. 

SEFNB’s survey regarding membership went to both active and retired teachers.  It appeared 

most active teachers did not know about the organization or it’s goals and many retirees do 

not live in the communities where they taught.  Five recommendations were made: 

1. Increase visibility on social media 

2. Collaborate with AEFNB 

3. Plan regular policy and procedure reviews 

4. Survey members to determine what they want and need from the organization 

5. Work to engage/involve the grass roots at the local level 

RTO NS will hold 7 regional meetings over the next 2 - 3 months.  They will be organized by 

the leadership of the branches.  The goal is to foster local leadership, networking and the 

sharing of ideas. RTO’s role will be to provide information about the provincial organization 

and some of the funding.  RTO also expects the pension reform report in June. 

ECRTO’s face to face gathering will be October 19th and 20th in Montreal and membership will 

be a key topic.  In addition to speakers there will be at least 2 roundtables. 

Both QPARSE and RTANL will celebrate anniversaries this year – 60 for QPARSE in June 

and 50 for RTANL in the fall. 

Some are planning in person AGM’s and other gatherings with allowance for social distancing 

and other covid protocols.  Many are still using zoom, sometimes for hybrid meetings, and will 

continue doing so.  QPARSE is largely Montreal based however they were very pleased with 

the number of members participating in zoom events who normally do not take part so all but 

social events will be done by zoom in the 2022-23. 

No further meetings of the group are scheduled however each will present individual written 

reports to ACER-CART’s June AGM. 


